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I was as surprised with myself as you were, 
not that I had the intention

but that I actually asked you for an eternity together. 

I felt selfish seeking so much of you,

so much from you

but I also knew if not with you, 

life would have no purpose. 

Before you, 

I feared commitment 

I was afraid of giving of myself,

that no one could want someone like me; someone with a past and flaws. 

You changed

the way I view love, 

you changed the way 

I view myself 

and the least I could do 

 is offer you my last name 

as something you will never have to share. 
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BEING 

Written by Jade Novelist

My heart defaults between two 

settings,

being alone 

and being with you.

If not with you,

then I have no need for 

companionship.
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“being with 
you
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GENTLE 

Written by Jade Novelist

You said it first,

I simply repeated your words before 

I knew what they meant.

It wasn't pressure,

it wasn't lust,

it was my way of telling my heart it's 

okay to give you a chance.

You said it first,

you might think mine was a lie

but I knew some day, I would mean 

it when I say “I love you too”. 
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“you said it 
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SIGNS 

Written by Jade Novelist

You and I are unexplored territory

and I tend to miss the signs.

I wonder where I can fit my love in 

your heart.

I don’t want to come off as too much 

and overwhelm,

I also don’t want to lack in love 

and you seek to fill in the spaces I 

wish to own with another.

You and I are unexplored territory,

so I tend to miss the signs.

I wonder how can I engrave my 

name somewhere that matters.

I don’t want to chase you away

but I also wonder if I have enough 

reasons to make you stay.
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“you and I 
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MUSINGS 

Written by Jade Novelist

You inspire me,

in little ways you help me see the big 

picture,

in many ways you make me look 

forward to new ways to love,

in all ways you energise my desire 

for romance.
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“you make 
me look 
forward to 
love
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COME BACK HOME 

Written by Jade Novelist

I called and you didn't pick up,

my mind raced 

and the worst ran through my mind.

Would I ever know his name or what 

he looked like,

would I know where you met or 

how you felt?

I re-read our old texts hoping for a 

sign on where you could be,

I interrogated your friends 

wondering if they knew where you 

went.

It had been hours and you weren't 

home,

I struggled to multitask between 

holding back tears 

and looking for pictures to use on 

missing person posters,

I needed you to come back home.

I need you where I could keep you 

safe.
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MY MISTAKES 

Written by Jade Novelist

When I make mistakes,

it doesn’t mean that I don’t love you,

it doesn’t mean you don’t matter 

and you’re not a priority.

It just means I’m human and I’m still 

learning.
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FOREVER & ETERNITY 

Written by Jade Novelist

Why do you offer me forever,

the same forever you offered the 

ones you thought would not stay? 

The ones you half gave your heart, 

the ones you anticipated would walk 

away?

Do you not care for yourself enough 

to believe you deserve genuine love?

Why do you offer me forever in a 

whisper,

the same forever you can’t speak 

proudly of?

The one that gave a voice to your 

fear of letting another in,

the one that was only loud when 

lovers parted your seas?

Why do you punish me and only 

offer me forever, 

when what I want is an eternity with 

you? 
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“you offer 
me forever 
in a 
whisper
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FUGITIVE  

Written by Jade Novelist

When I think of you,

I often pinch myself.

It’s how I remind me 

that you’re not a fugitive of my 

imagination. 

Someone like you is rare,

it’s wild but I fear my love for you.

I hope you’re not conjured up

and that your perfection exists not 

because I’m blind to your flaws.
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“you’re not 
a fugitive of 
my 
imaginatio
n 
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LOVE BIBLE 

Written by Jade Novelist

You are intentional in the way you 

show affection,

I never thought love could be both 

involuntary and effortless,

you were never planned but I have 

no regrets.

I look for the scriptures that 

prophesy of you,

somewhere, somehow there must be 

word of your magic

and how you’re real but imaginary

because I never imagined someone 

could make me feel how you do.

You are intentional in the way you 

show affection,

kind of like the sun on a rainy day,

you lay in wait while I cleanse 

myself of bad teachings

but also you are also holy, 

in the sense that you’re both a 

mystery and necessary for my love’s 

salvation. 

I look for the scriptures that 

prophesy of you,

somewhere, in some way you are the 

prosperity that I am owed,

and the ark-less flood of the divine I 

wish to drown in

because you sweep away the sinful 

past I thought was love and make anew 

something 

even God looks proudly on.
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“you are 
intentional 
in the way 
you show 
affection
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SOMEONE 

Written by Jade Novelist

You remind me of someone I should 

love,

someone I met in a dream,

a memory of a past life.
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“a memory of 
a past life
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STAY WITH ME 

Written by Jade Novelist

Stay with me tonight,

lay here where my arms can reach.

Lay here where my vulnerability has 

no need for pretence

and I’m still a man despite emotion.

Stay with me tonight,

lay here and hold me while I break.

Lay me here where words need not 

be said 

but my soul knows that it’s safe.
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“my soul 
knows that 
it’s safe
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GET THROUGH THE NIGHT 

Written by Jade Novelist

I know there will be days where love 

won’t be enough to sustain us,

you’ll want to leave

and I’ll run away to avoid having 

the conversations in my head.

 

But I ask you stand by me and we’ll 

get through the night,

we can do it silently,

unspoken communication or broken 

love

or we can be loud

fighting over who wants this more.

 

We can do this with your shadows 

holding my fears, until the darkness 

fades and we get through the night

it doesn’t matter how, as long as we 

get through the night.
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“we can do 
this with 
your 
shadows 
holding my 
fears
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SELF-CARE 

Written by Jade Novelist

Lay down and explore your centre,

put your hands to use while I watch 

you.

In my pursuit to love you, 

teach me,

take your time.

Self-care,

is self-love

in self-touch.

Slow. 

Slower.

I want to learn while I watch you.
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“i want to 
learn while 
I watch you
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AÏCHA 

Written by Jade Novelist

I never thought I could love another 

more than I love you,

you became my love’s definition and 

everything started and ended with you.

With my heart I vowed to never hold 

affection for another,

but then she came from you and I 

knew I spoke too soon.

Even though she is part made of me, 

the best half is made of you.
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“with my 
heart I vowed 
to never hold 
affection for 
another
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SUN. MOON. STARS 

Written by Jade Novelist

You are the sun, 

the moon 

and the stars.

You are everything.

You are the reason the morning 

scares me

and the dark of night brings me joy.

At first light you walk away and we 

part for hours,

but as the night draws near you run 

back to me and I’m whole again.
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“you are 
everything
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UNYIELDING 

Written by Jade Novelist

There is depth in “I want you”,

it’s how you disarm the defences of 

a fragile heart.

There is magic in “I miss you”,

it’s how you let another’s soul know 

it has a home.

There is power in “I love you”,

it’s how you let another lay claim to 

the parts your hands can't reach.
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“there is 
power in I 
love you
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PRIVILEGE 

Written by Jade Novelist

I think about how your hands are 

more than just instruments attached to 

your body,

I have known of touch and lust but 

never the magic you perform. 

Every time our lips meet and our 

skins exchange senses,

I whisper to the heavens in my heart 

how blessed I am to partake of you.

I understand what it is 

you give to me when you undress,

it’s more than sharing sweats or 

tempering desires,

it’s a part that ties your soul to mine,

your blessings and your curses 

and greater than any other 

sometimes fix.

I want you in the worst way

and your heart belong to me

but your body is yours

and the only entitlement I have is to 

the memories we make,

when we make love.
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MÈRE D’AÏCHA 

Written by Jade Novelist

You conjured her in your prayers

before she knew the taste of air,

I know your love for her is genuine 

because of the way you smile at the 

kicks,

the way you place your hands on 

her home when you think of what 

matters most to you.

I look forward to many things in our 

future,

the greatest being the woman you’ve 

become 

to mother her.
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“a memory of 
a past life
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HARD TO LOVE 

Written by Jade Novelist

I can think of a dozen reasons why 

we are still together,

and all of them start and end in 

“you”.

I know how hard it is to love me,

even on my best days I can get too 

much

and on my worst days I do too 

much.

It’s hard to love someone who finds 

solace in their scars,

who calls pain their every day 

normal

and heartache is a pill they take at 

the end of every relationship.
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“with my 
heart I vowed 
to never hold 
affection for 
another
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BROKEN CLOCKS 

Written by Jade Novelist

I burnt it all,

now we have nothing but naked 

wrists and empty walls.

I rid us of everything that 

emphasises time,

nothing to make us feel fleeting,

nothing to remind us forever isn't as 

long as they promise.

Just me and you,

stuck in this moment.
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“just me and 
you, stuck in 
this moment
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MUSINGS II 

Written by Jade Novelist

I want more, 

I need more.

I want to be more for you,

more reason for you to want to live,

reason for you to want to better 

yourself .

I need to be more,

more reason for you to smile,

reason for you to want to rush home.
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“i need to 
be more 
reason for 
you to 
smile
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HEAL 

Written by Jade Novelist

You are made of your past, 

built from broken promises 

and unrequited love.

I can see you’ve been hurt before,

you don’t know what it means to be 

seen as more than a future memory.

I want more for you than new 

reasons to cry,

to see that commitment is possible 

for those struggling to heal.

So I will love a little louder even 

when you’re mad at me,

and wait as long as it takes so you 

know my love isn’t only for when we’re 

happy.
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“i will love 
a little 
louder even 
when 
you’re mad 
at me
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MUSINGS III 

Written by Jade Novelist

My heart shakes when I think about 

you,

I wonder if my love has impact on 

you.

Do I inspire you to more than words,

more than sweet texts and the notion 

of some day saying “I do”?

My heart breaks when I wonder if I 

push you to more than thoughts,

do you see me as someone worth 

being better for?

I pray I tempt you to often 

reminisce, 

to often mediate on the ways I excite 

you

and form part of the reasons you 

rush home.
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“often 
meditate 
on the 
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excite you
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OLOLUFE II 

Written by Jade Novelist

In the midst of the world's chaos I 

found you,

in between my struggles and your 

challenges our souls connected

We found serenity in the confines of 

complexity

You see, my life is complex, yours 

complicated

Simply put, 

we weren't designed to make sense 

but somehow we do

Somehow my broken pieces fit 

where your cracks are,

and I accept your past as part of the 

building blocks that make you whole.

You make me bare; naked in my 

truths.

Somewhere in your pursuit, I learnt 

to believe you,

I believe it when you say you want 

me,

when you say a lifetime isn’t enough

and I believe you when you say 

those three words

because you are multilingual,

you speak in words and actions

You are the medicine to my mind,

the food to my soul.

the temple for my fears.

and everything good the world has 

to offer,

I find in you.
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“somehow 
my broken 
pieces fit 
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NOBODY 

Written by Jade Novelist

Nobody knows how I feel for you,

I could try put it into words

but there are only so many trees I 

can sacrifice to write your love letter.

Nobody knows why I choose you,

they think we are a consequence of 

young love,

little do they know you are the only 

part of my destiny God and I agree on. 

Nobody knows why I love you, 

nothing in them can concur that I am 

nothing without you

that only when I’m with you, do I 

understand myself.
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“nobody 
knows how 
I feel for 
you
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STAY WITH ME THROUGH THE NIGHT 

Written by Jade Novelist

I know there will be days where love 

won’t be enough to sustain us

but stay with me tonight,

lay here where my arms can reach.

 

Lay here where my vulnerability has 

no need for pretence

and I’m still a man despite emotion.

 

Stay with me tonight,

lay here and hold me while I break.

you’ll want to leave

and I’ll want run away 

to avoid having the conversations in 

my head.

 but stay with me.

 

Stay with me and we’ll get through 

the night,

we can do it silently,

Lay me here where words need not 

be said

but my soul knows that it’s safe.
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“stay with 
me through 
the night
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STEADY 

Written by Jade Novelist

When you're ready for love, 

I want to be the one you love.

We can love in intervals,

work on trust and then intimacy.

You've never had someone stay long 

enough for you to settle in,

it shows in the way you think 

temporary pleasure is a decent 

substitute for happiness.

We can work on teaching you what 

commitment means,

even though you're stuck in your 

ways and I’m still learning how to 

make forever a possibility in your eyes.
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“we can 
work on 
teaching 
you what 
commitme
nt means
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DANCE AGAIN 

Written by Jade Novelist

I’ve seen you before, 

lurking in memories,

in a room full of empty promises.

Looking for love in places that held 

on to pretend lovers

and you found comfort in your 

loneliness

until I held out my hand and we 

danced to a different tune.

Finally, 

you found someone who moved at 

your pace,

someone who steps matched his 

words

and when you made mistakes I 

learnt with you,

when you went the wrong way, 

you knew I was waiting for you.

Patiently.

Lovingly.

Intentionally.
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“you found 
someone 
whose 
steps 
matched 
their words
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